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The Action on Climate Today (ACT) programme has been working in 
South Asian countries to help them fill the gap between the level of 
funding required to tackle climate change and their current levels of 
expenditure.

Aimed at climate and development practitioners, this learning brief 
presents the five core elements of ACT’s Financing Framework for 
Resilient Growth (FFRG):

• Assessing climate change spending: Tracking levels of spending on  
 climate adaptation.

• Determining climate-induced loss and damage: Examining the  
 economic impact of climate change at a national, subnational, or  
 sectoral level.

• Assessing the size of the adaptation gap: Estimating the gap between  
 the current level of spending and the amount needed to prevent  
 climate-related loss and damage.

• Examining potential future financial flows: Understanding the level of  
 finance that is available from diverse sources.

• Filling the adaptation gap: Re-aligning finance with priority adaptation  
 areas, finding new sources of finance, and building institutional  
 structures and systems.

The FFRG framework has been applied in South Asia, but can be used to 
inform policy and practice around the world. A full description of ACT’s 
work can be found in the associated ACT learning paper: Mainstreaming, 
accessing and institutionalising finance for climate change adaptation.





Key lessons for 
practitioners:

EXTERNAL CLIMATE FINANCE IS NOT SUFFICIENT: While international funds and 
donor funding is an effective entry point to work with governments and potentially 
catalyse additional funding, it is a fraction of the finance required to bridge the 
adaptation gap.

IDENTIFY FUNDING SOURCES EARLY: At the early stages of designing adaptation 
actions, it is vital to identify diverse sources of funding, and build strategies to target 
them. The current climate finance landscape indicates that countries will have to 
rely on their own fiscal resources to fund adaptation, and many already are.

QUANTIFY THE BENEFITS OF ADAPTATION: Governments often find it easier to 
understand climate impacts when they are translated into economic costs. Similarly, 
by quantifying the potential adaptation benefit of different policy options it helps 
governments to choose between competing priorities.

PRIORITISE SECTORS WITH MOST LOSS AND DAMAGE: Calculating the loss and 
damage expected in different sectors helps governments to allocate funding to the 
sectors most at risk.

BUILD INSTITUTIONAL CAPABILITIES ON CLIMATE FINANCE: It is paramount to 
strengthen domestic institutional capacity while building a framework to access and 
mainstream climate finance. This includes building capacity to access and manage 
adaptation finance, as well as strengthening the level of understanding of sectoral 
and departmental officials where actions are finally financed and implemented.

LEADERSHIP IS ESSENTIAL: It is important to find the right government institution 
to lead the process of managing finance for adaptation. This is usually a high-level 
department or office with a cross-sectoral mandate (e.g. Prime Minister’s Office, or 
Ministry of Finance).

ADAPT THE FFRG TO SUIT THE CONTEXT: It takes time to introduce the FFRG 
framework to governments and get their ownership over the process. The approach 
is flexible, it can be adapted and/or applied in separate parts to suit the government’s 
interests and needs.

UNDERSTAND THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF CLIMATE FINANCE: Engaging with 
the governance context and the political economy of climate financing is crucial.
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These and other lessons from the Act programme are elaborated in the ACT learning paper: Mainstreaming adaptation 
to climate change within governance systems in South Asia: An analytical framework and examples from practice. 


